
 

At Home Barometer  

This is a cool and easy science project or STEM activity – Make a barometer to measure air pressure and 

weather changes! With Spring comes crazy weather! One day its raining, the next might bring snow, sun 

or wind. 

What does a barometer measure? A barometer is a weather instrument that measures the changes in 

atmospheric pressure or air pressure. This is also called barometric pressure. Air pressure is the weight 

or air molecules pushing down on the earth. Since everything within the Earth’s atmosphere is impacted 

by gravity, even air has weight. 

The goal of this science experiment is to see air pressure changes (increases or decreases) and record 

any weather changes that occur each day. 

Since we are NOT gathering exact readings don’t worry to0 much on where your paper clip points to on 

the ruler.  Just record if the paper clip is higher or lower than the day before.  

Materials: 

 An Empty tin can (vegetable, soup etc.) or glass jar or 

mason jar 

 Balloons (2 – 3 just in case you make a mistake or it 

breaks) 

 One thick rubber band 

 A coffee stirrer or thin straw 

 A paper clip 

 Glue 

 A ruler with metric measurements (Or one printed 

from computer) 

Instructions: 

1) Cut the balloon about halfway down ( you will be using the larger potion of the balloon for the 

experiment) 

2) Stretch the cut balloon over the top of the tin can 

3) Secure the balloon using the rubber band so it won’t slip off 

4) Straighten the paper clip 

5) Slide the paper clip into the coffee stirrer. It should fit in snuggly but if it’s loose, be sure to glue 

it in place. 

6) Glue the coffee stirrer to the center of the balloon so the end with paper clip is hanging over the 

edge of the can. 

7) Stand your ruler next to your barometer so the paper clip is pointing to the metric side of the 

ruler. 

8) Record the date and the metric unit each day. 

9) Be sure to put your barometer and ruler in a location where it does not have to be moved while 

you’re tracking air pressure. 



Tracking Air Pressure Changes 

Make your own tracking chart. It should include the Day of the week, date, Marking on ruler, Pressure 

up or down, and what you observe in the weather outside.  

As you track see if your barometer readings follow what you see outside. 

For Example:  

Date/Day of The Week Marking on ruler Up or Down Weather Observations 

    

    

    

    

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



What Happened and Why? 

How does a barometer work? A barometer works by showing us whether the air pressure (or 

atmospheric pressure) is rising or falling. 

Atmospheric pressure is an indicator of what type of weather is occurring in your area. 

When the barometer readings fall, it indicates low pressure which usually shows in the ways of 

clouds, winds, and precipitation (so basically bad weather) 

When the barometric pressure rises, it means fair weather (better weather!) 

A homemade barometer, the air is captured inside the can or jar once you secure the balloon to the top. 

So when the air pressure outside can changes, you will see the balloon either rise above the top of the 

can or sink into the can. 

If the air pressure outside of the can is less dense than the air inside of the can (meaning air pressure is 

low), the balloon will expand and the paper clip will drop lower on your ruler – low pressure means a 

better chance for rain and clouds. 

If the air pressure outside the can is more dense (high pressure) than you will see the balloon sink down 

into the can which will cause the coffee stirrer and paper clip to rise higher on your ruler – indicating 

nicer weather.  

 

 

 

 


